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Every year, for almost half a century, they meet in a different country. Their first meeting
was in Holland, in 1954. It was arranged by the Dutch Monarchy. It took place in the
Bilderberg Hotel, which became the name of this secret society, one of several,
forbidden to be discussed by the oil-soaked, spy-riddled monopoly press.

Mutually pledged to sealed lips are those invited to the annual meeting. Members of the
aristocracies attend of various nations, consisting of the elites of high finance, politics,
espionage, academia, media, and other titles.

I once interviewed, on tape, the wire desk editor of the Chicago Sun-Times. "Why does
your paper censor stories about the secret society, the Bilderberg?" Most media
honchos pretend never to have heard of this gang of plotters. But he responded
candidly, a rarity, "Well, if we went and then told about it, we couldn't go anymore. What
should we do? Go and talk about it, or not be able to go?"

The meetings of the Bilderberg Group are about the only place that competing financial
forces sit with one another. The Rockefellers, for example, are always there. So are their
apparent enemy, the French Rothschilds. Sitting as a sort of neutral intermediary always
is a top official of the Wallenberg banking monopoly of Sweden and northern Europe.

[In 1978, when John D. Rockefeller 3rd was assassinated on the road to their upstate
New York fortress, we were the ONLY journalists (unpaid, free lance journalists, at that),
who dared inquire. He was the father of John D. Rockfeller 4th, who to be cute, calls
himself "Jay", a supposed Democrat, U.S. Senator from West Virginia. The Rockefellers
like to dominate states with sizeable geography and minerals, but a small population,
such as also Arkansas. In a pinch, to dominate the state it would not cost that much to
buy most every voter and most every media propaganda instrument in the
state.Returning the "favor" of political murder was eighteen years later when the top
member of the French Rothschild Family was murdered in Paris. The American
monopoly press was ordered not to mention in detail, if at all, the death of Rothschild.
Or, just run an innocent little item that the French International baron died of a "heart
attack". Presslord/swindler Rupert Murdoch ordered his print and electronic media
outlets to avoid, if at all, mentioning the death.

The hotel in different countries where they meet each year, are announced as "closed",
for "remodeling", or a "wedding party". One year they picked a resort hotel on top of a
Swiss mountain, difficult to reach except by air. The host nation agrees to supply a huge,
almost secret security force prepared to brutalize intruders, follow any hardy reporters
who may be encamped nearby, and by various brutality and trickery stop any public
knowledge. Hotel employees are likewise pledged to secrecy, which if they violated it,
would be severely dealt with. Such as never to be able to work again in that nation.

When the Bilderberg met in 1991, in Baden-Baden, Germany, a purported health resort,
invited was a then obscure Governor of Arkansas, Bill Clinton. They anointed him as the
next President of the United States. The election would be a mere set up. The



pressfakers present agreed not to mention, if at all possible, what they all knew. That
Clinton was a walking, talking scandal. Not every American voter can bring themselves
to know or believe reality. Namely, every candidate for high office is selected because
they are blackmailable. The Establishment has to reserve the right to pull on the chain,
any time they felt like it, to shut down such a candidate if somehow elected to high
office. This, anytime the "powers that be" deemed it necessary, to shut him or her up, to
remove them, or, scare them into silence with weird violence directed against the
candidate/president's circle.

Groomed since a teen-ager by the American CIA, Clinton in the1992 Presidential
election shadow-boxed with his mentor, George Herbert Walker Bush, former head of
the secret political police. Daddy Bush has been with the espionage cartel since 1959,
when they helped set him up with six hundred worldwide affiliates for "his" petroleum
drilling empire, Zapata Oil, later, Zapata Offshore, later Pennzoil, still later,
Pennzoil/Texaco.

Earlier, as Arkansas Governor, Clinton participated in the hundreds of millions of dollars
involved in the dope traffic through the southern states, run by the American CIA, in part
through the espionage airport at Mena, Arkansas. Clinton's partners were Daddy Bush,
Ollie North, and Congressman Henry Hyde (R., Ill.), who was also head of the CIA
"black budget", funds for covert operations including domestic and overseas political
assassinations. Return shipments of air-shipped weapons, went to unlawfully aid the
Contras in Nicaragua.

Clinton, as known to his handlers and partners, was clearly subject to blackmail and
being terrorized.

He was selected to be an Oxford College, Great Britain student by the Rhodes Trust. As
not widely known, but nevertheless true, the Rhodes fortune is pledged to overthrow the
American Republic, to return this continent to puppet colonies, and the American
inhabitants to be subjects of the British Monarch in London. [Visit our website series,
"The Overthrow of the American Republic".]

While in England, Clinton, a sexual predator, suffering from having his flag up too often,
priapism, raped a British woman. He was forced to terminate his studies at Oxford and
abruptly leave Great Britain, with the proviso that he would not be criminally prosecuted
as long as he never returned. In the 1992 Presidential Election, Daddy Bush and Clinton
agreed not to bring up each other's dirty laundry. Clinton would not mention the
treasonous deal done by the Elder Bush in Paris, October, 1980, to arrange weapons
shipments to Iran, in return, Iran would refuse to return the 52 U.S. hostages from the
Teheran Embassy, until the Reagan/Bush ticket was safely inaugurated in January,
1981. If incumbent President Jimmy Carter could have avoided seeming to be a wimp
and get the return of the hostages right before the election, it would, to Bush, be the
dreaded "October Surprise". And Clinton agreed not to mention Daddy Bush's treason in
the Iran-Contra scandal.

Over and above the blackmailable items known as to both Clinton and Bush, was
Clinton's position with the aristocracy that gathers each year as the Bilderberg Group.



The person using the name "Clinton" should rightfully be called William ROCKEFELLER
Clinton. Our interviews with middle-level members of the Rockefeller Family, convinces
us of the validity of our position. Namely, that "Clinton" is the illegitimate great grandson
of old John D. Rockefeller, founder of the infamous petroleum monopoly, Standard
Oil.[Other such details, see our website series on Wal-Mart, headquartered in Arkansas.]

Several terms prior to "Clinton", Winthrop Rockefeller was Arkansas Governor. He was
known to have fathered, throughout the U.S., at least five illegitimate children. [The
legitimate great grandson of John D., is "Jay" Rockefeller whose wife, Sharon Percy
Rockefeller, is a top mogul of public tv and radio. We call it National Petroleum Radio.]

Throughout his career as Governor and President, "Clinton" was kept on a chain, by
among other things, terror-tactics. A strange one-motor airplane with an already dead
pilot, somehow eluded all the measures to protect the White House, and came within a
few feet of crashing right through President Clinton's White House bedroom window.
The White House rooftop battery of missiles was somehow turned off that night. The
plane had to be guided, that is vectored, from accomplices on the ground, to steer
around all the obstructions and buildings in its path. Remote controlled? Perhaps.
During his Presidency, more than a hundred of his confidants, friends, circle of friends,
and such were murdered. His Little Rock campaign chief, Jerry Parks, was murdered,
mobster-style. Various of his U.S. Marine and other guards, who knew a lot about him,
were one by one, snuffed out in strange, so-called "accidents". His pal, Vincent W.
Foster, Jr., was murdered and explained away as a "suicide". Other websites have
compiled a lengthy list of these happenings. In simple terms, those who meet at the
Bilderberg Group, are aristocrats, the handlers of their retainers, stooges, spy chiefs,
bank bosses, and such. Seemingly little understood is the basic premise of aristocracy.
When one nation's aristocracy, Establishment, whatever you want to call them, has a
falling out with that of another nation, that is grounds for war. If bad enough, it becomes
a World War. One group plans to have more power, consolidate their territorial position,
and silence the grumbling of unemployed ordinary people, through the drums of war, to
the destruction and detriment of the opposing aristocracy. Used to foment bloody conflict
are a massive media campaign of hate against the Establishment of the opposing Ruling
Class, now designated as an Enemy, previously having been business partners. To get
the ordinary populace into the right mode, they become bombarded around the clock
with martial music, and appeals to flag, God, and such terms as Fatherland and Mother
Russia.. In plain terms, the aristocracy goaded, pumped up, poorly informed workers to
murder, for flag and country, the counterpart workers of the opposing aristocracv. In
some instances, one aristocracy still does business with the other, in the midst of the
War. [See, "Trading With the Enemy", by Charles Higham.]

Depressions, on the other hand, are a combination of an orchestrated event combined
with the cycles of circumstance. The aristocracy plans to grab up the real estate,
commercial and residential, the collapsed bank funds written off, the bloated pie in the
sky stock ownership, and other assets of the powerless suckers, for a few pennies on
the dollar. All the while, the ultra rich, through their press whores, falsely proclaim that
the return of prosperity is just around the corner. [It may take fifteen years and another
instigated war to do that.]



What is plotted and agreed upon, as shown by the circumstances of a secret society like
the Bilderberg Group should NOT be described or labeled as merely a "conspiracy". And
we are NOT "conspiracy theorists" [You do not succeed in putting bribe-taking judges in
jail, as we have, for decades, by foolishness and "conspiracy theories".] These are the
known ways of the Establishment, the Ultra Rich, the Aristocracy, by whatever label.
Bred into them from birth is this mindset for power and enrichment little-understood by
generally good-hearted, ordinary people who would not instigate a bloody war for profit.

So, sooner or later, the way the plutocrats conduct their horrors of bloodshed and
financial smash-ups, leads to Revolution. Europe, to their credit, have had more or less
genuine upheavals, Revolutions. America never has had such.

[A useful primer is Ferdinand Lundberg's great documented work, "The Rich and the
Super Rich", first published in 1968, but timely even now. His earlier work has a lot of
even more revealing details, published in 1937, still on hand in some large lirbraries,
"America's Sixty Families".]

To understand the ways of the Bilderberg Group, you have to have a sharp eye for
calendar events and circumstances. You have to carefully notice what happens usually
in the month or so AFTER their annual secret meeting. Note these happenings within
thirty days of the Bilderberg Group meeting, May 30 to June 2, 2002 (they actually
adjourned a day earlier), at a hotel at Chantilly, Virginia.

===Suddenly the monopoly press, headed by those presslords who attended the
meeting, such as Donald Graham, head of the Washington Post, Conrad Black,
Canadian/U..S. press empire, and others, on behalf of the Ultra Rich started a series of
scandal disclosures. Such as that the second largest long distance service in the U.S.,
WorldCom, parent of MCI, had concealed book-cooking of almost four billion dollars.
And thus, WorldCom stock plummeted from about sixty dollars per share to eight
pennies per share, and faces bankruptcy.. Such as, Xerox, the original copy machine
empire, to apparently falsely show a profit instead of huge losses, cooked their books to
the tune of six billion dollars. Such as Clear Channel Communications, owner of 1200
U.S. radio stations, had reportedly likewise cooked their books. "Clear Channel Says No
Accounting Issues", Business-Reuters, Los Angeles, June 27, 2002. Another sudden
revelation within the thirty days after the Bilderberg meeting in 2002, the advertising
giant, OMNICOM, had reportedly likewise cooked their books by way of gobbling up
other advertising and marketing agencies. "Omnicom gutted on debt review",
CBS.MarketWatch.com, June 27, 2002.[OMNICOM are the parent of DDB Chicago,
which represented the advertising and marketing, at the same time apparently, of
supposedly competing soda pop companies, Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola. See the
details, many in the court record, but little known, in our website series, "Coca-Cola,
CIA, and the Courts.]

===The British-owned newspaper now gaining large circulation as well in the U.S. is
Financial Times of London. On a Chicago dateline story, by their correspondent Jeremy
Grant, they opened up the reputed scandal that mammoth General Motors had cooked
their books. For a while, General Motors stock was suspended in trading on the Big
Board. "GM denies accounting problems", Financial Times, June 27, 2002.



===A few weeks BEFORE the Bilderberg 2002 meeting, the New York Times suddenly
attacked a previous sacred cow, General Electric, implying G.E. engages in book-
cooking. New York Times bigshots often attend Bilderberg meetings. "Wait a Second
What Devils Lurk in the Details?", by Gretchen Morgenson, New York Times, April 14,
2002.

===And then there was the story that bigshots of Apple Computer sold millions of dollars
of their shares in the company just before really bad news was disclosed.

These scandalous details, pave the way for foreign aristocracies to get an armlock on
American business. These details were apparently long-known to the accounting firms,
but not revealed until Bilderberg Group gave the signal, "Wreck them now! Get them!"
Little known, most of the big accounting firms have as their parent firm, a foreign
enterprise. Such as Arthur Andersen is owned by a Swiss outfit. Deloitte & Touche is
actually owned by a Japanese firm, Tohmatsu. As we have detailed, Great Britain, at
least since the war of 1812 when they burned down our Capitol, has planned to grab this
continent back. And for that purpose, they were involved in the political assassination of
three U.S. Presidents. [Visit our extensive website series, "The Overthrow of the
American Republic".]

Of course, the Liars and Whores of the press will not link up these happenings.
Remember, if good witnesses or documents are hard to get, circumstances alone, on
occasion, are even sufficient to send a criminal defendant to the electric chair.

Wars, Depressions, vast theft of properties and assets, and political murders are not
merely purely accidental. They are not a conspiracy. Just the day to day, month to
month, year to year, and decade to decade way of conducting matters of the
Establishment and their meeting clubs, their secret societies, of which Bilderberg is just
one.

More coming. Stay tuned.


